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This article is a follow-up to my article, Possible Spelling Variations of the Crown Surname in County 
Leitrim.  In that article, I focused on the families found in the townland of Sheskin in the 1837 tithes:1  
Hugh McTernan, Bryan McTernan, and Widow Crown.  It is almost certain that McTernans in this 
townland were somehow related to Widow Crown.  Maybe if we better understand McTernan family 
history, especially as their family relates to Sheskin, we might be able to glean more about Widow 
Crown.  And just maybe, the life of Widow Crown could tell us more about all the surrounding Crown 
families of northern Leitrim.  Let's see how it goes.

1 Images available from the National Archives of Ireland.
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McTernan Records and Stories

History

from http://mctiernan.com/mtest.htm

Note:  This website has so much information about Irish history and the McTernan families, and I am 
very grateful to its author for all the time and effort to make this information available to the rest of us.

Here I have included certain clips from that website and highlighted details that are of interest to my 
research.   I did contact the author at one point to inquire about sources, but the author replied that 
sources were not recorded and tracked very well during the research and composition of this content.  
So that means, unfortunately, that all the statements and details in these accounts should be further 
verified.  However, we can still soak in the copious McTernan history recorded here with the 
appreciation that it was based in knowledge acquired from years of dedicated research.

Leitrim largely escaped the Viking raids between 874 and 950 and was one of a handful of counties that
escaped the 12th century Norman invasion.  Subsequently, however it was one of the first to be settled 
by the English in the 1600s.  That meant that the old Irish feudal system and traditions continued in 
Leitrim far longer than in other counties but then disappeared much quicker with the arrival of English 
settlers.  The significant social, economic and political shifts that took place during the mid nineteenth 
century thus had their roots in the changing patterns of land ownership and society in the centuries and 
decades before.

.....

Of all the many different McTernans from the Co Leitrim area, only three families seem to be 
historically well off and holding high office. They were James and Constantine McTernan, --c 1831, of 
" Rockfield" from the townland of Gortgarrigan, Cloonlogher civil parish, Drumlease Catholic parish, 
Barony of Drumahaire. Cloonlogher is the parish right above Killargue. James and Constantine 
McTernan, --1831, may have had a son by the name of Patrick that was the signator on Constantine's 
will in 1831. This family may have died out in the 1850s. John C. McTernan, the historical arthur 
believes that the McTernan families from MtAllen, Leonagh, Sheskin and the Rockfields are all related.
Somewhere back in time there was a legal court case between the Leonagh McTernans and the MtAllen
McTernans that involved a family dispute over an inheritance. This James McTernan of the Rockfield 
McTernans was in the British Naval squadron which protected St. Helena during -the residence there of
Napoleon, and was present on the island at the death of that distinguished, but unfortunate monarch in 
1821.  This line may be extinct and therefore not match any of the DNA tester in the MacTighernan 
DNA test.

.....
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My notes:  So three Leitrim McTernans were:

Rockfield

Mt. Allen -- family seats in Mount Allen, Heapstown and Lyonstown

The other McTernan family is the Mount Allen line with their three family seats at Mountallen 
townland,  Heapstown townland and Lyonstown townland. Mountallen is in Kilronan parish, Barony of
Boyle, Co Roscommon, [Mountallen's PO is Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim] and Lyonstown is in Ardcarne 
parish, Barony of Boyle, Co Roscommon. Their third family seat was Heapstown, Barony of Tirerrill, 
Kilmacallen civil parish, Riverstown Catholic parish, Co Sligo. The family originated in the townland 
of Sweetwood, Co Leitrim. This Mt Allen family had five deaths in one year. The father, Hugh 
McTernan and five of his six sons, Hugh, Bryan, Charles, John and Francis all died in 1832. Local 
history states that it was from Colora which was an epidemic in Co Leitrim in the early 1830s. His 
daughter Eleanor had died sometime before 1832. The only surviving son, James left with his mother to
live in Heapstown, Co Sligo where his mother's family was from. The family stayed in Heapstown 
about 100 years more or less before the last male descendent Hugh Murrough MacTiernan emigrated to
Australia in the early 1940s. Hugh Murrough MacTiernan's five children live in Australia as of 2004.  
His Great Grandson, Ben MacTiernan is living in Dublin in 2004.

.....

****

Like most of the Irish, all other McTernan families appear to always have been tenants on other 
people's land.

****

In 1714, only seven percent of the land in Ireland was owned by Catholics. In 1766, Killarga civil 
parish had 315 families, 96 % of which were Catholic. Co Leitrim had 5,574 Catholic families which 
was 85 % of the total families.

This McTernan family from Mount Allen, Mountallen townland,  Kilronan parish, Barony of Boyle, Co
Roscommon [PO is Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim], Heapstown and Lyonstown, Co Sligo is also associated 
with the McTernan families from the townlands of Killavoggy and Sweetwood Lower in Co Leitrim. 
The extract of wills for James McTernan, <1815--1856, mentioned previously makes provisions for 
other McTernans from those townlands.

The town of Drumahaire, in Drumlease civil parish in County Leitrim, was the seat of power for the 
O'Rourkes since before the 11th century. The name Drumahaire [Drom-da-eithir] means the ridge of 
two air-demons. Drumlease means the ridge of huts. It is in its own valley surrounded by the hills of 
North Leitrim. It sits on the bank of the River Bonnet and was laid out by the chief land-lord of the day,
Lord Lane-Fox based on a Summerset village in England.
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The history of the main landlords: The Duke of Buckingham was granted the surrounding lands in 
1626. Buckingham gave this estate of Drumahaire and its surrounding 11,000 acres to his brother, Sir 
William Villiers. Villiers sold the estate to Sir George Lane of Tulsk, civil parish of Oguila, Poor Law 
Union of Strokestown, Co. Roscommon and through inheritance it passed to a wealthy and long 
established Yorkshire family named Fox. The Fox family adopted the name Lane, becoming Lane-Fox. 
The Lane-Fox family were the main landlords in the town and the surrounding land for the next 150 
years.

The Lane-Fox family sold all their holdings to the Irish Land Commission in 1902. The Drumahaire 
property of the Lane-Fox's came to them in 1665. County Leitrim which in Gaelic means Gray Ridge 
was named after the British Lord Leitrim. Drumahaire is about 11 miles from Sligo and Manorhamilton
and in 1836, the village of Drumahaire had 64 houses with a population of 336.

Note:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Lane-Fox_(MP)

In 1470, the Annals speak of Tullyhunco [Teallach Donnchadha] as MacTiernan's country. The Barony 
of Tullyhunco was the site of the ancient O'Ruairc inauguration place, a round hill named Corhanagh 
[Cruachan] mic Tighernain or Corann Cruachan. This is now called Croaghan. This hill in Co. Cavan is
less than a mile northwest of Killashandra in Killeshandra civil parish, PLU of Cavan. The Barony of 
Tullyhunco comprises three civil parishes: Kildallan in the NW, Killashandra in the center and Scabby 
in the SE, all bordering Co Leitrim. In the Ordinance Survey Letters (Co Cavan), O'Donovan gives a 
pedigree of the McTiernans from Teallach Donnchadha [ Tullyhunco ].

Both Hugh McTernan I from Sheskin, the McTiernans from Leonagh, the Mount Allen McTiernans and
Sir Teigue O'Rourke, 1576--1605, are buried in the Abbey of Creevelea. So far, the proximity of the 
gravestones in the Abbey of Creevelea, the common burial place and similar armorial arms are the only
connection between the O'Rourke's and the McTernan's. The Armorial Arms of the traditional 
McTernans and the O'Rourkes are also very similar. The DNA test has added some mystery to this part 
of Irish history in that after 900 years The O'Rorke and the 20 DNA groups of MacTighernans do not 
match genetically so far.

Perhaps both Hugh II and Hugh III2 were living in 1796 when the French invaded Ireland with the 
famous Wolf Tone on board a French man-of-war in Bantry Bay. The French were defeated in 1798 and
Wolf Tone was tried and executed. In the 1760s, there existed much violence within the landlord / 
tenant system throughout Ireland. There were many barn burnings, beatings and sabotage of livestock 
by peasant secret societies such as the "Whiteboys" in the south, centering in Munster and the 
"Oakboys" and "Hearts of Steel" in Ulster. By 1790, soon after the American Revolution one sixth of 
the three million citizens of the United States were of Irish birth or descent.

2 Hugh McTernan I, ~1708-1781, was the first known ancestor of Sheskin.  His son, Hugh McTernan II, ~1730-aft 1781.  
Hugh McTernan III, ~1763-1835.
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The concern that must be put into perspective is the one where the Leitrim farmer would be put into the
Leitrim Militia and sent far from his family and farm to fight the English wars. That may have meant 
that the man's family without him did not have any chance to survive. The man brought in the food and 
paid the rents. Sending the man away from Leitrim in the Militia may easily have meant that his family 
starved to death. A balanced view is that the Irish demanded for the first time in history to have the 
right to bear arms. They got it but also the responsibility to join the local Militia to help keep law and 
order. The draft for the Militia had not been expected.

Records

These records were gathered from RootsIreland, and pertain to those who had an address of Shaskin or 
Sheskin.

Baptisms

Hugh Macternan and Mary Carney [This was Hugh McTernan V, 1836-1909]

Michael, b 1864

Hugh, b 1866

Patk, b 1869

Jane Mary, bap 1872, Killaruge church

John, b 1874

Owen Macternan and Mary MacMorrow [son of Bryan McT & Alice O'connor, grandson of Hugh III]

Ellen, b 1864

Michael, b 1866

Pat Feeney and Anne McPartland [Feeneys were long residents of Sheskin]

Beesy, b 1879

Anne, b 1882

Andrew, b 1885

Patrick, b 1886

Ellen, b 1890

John McTernan and Ellen Woods [this is probably son of Hugh V, listed above, b 1874]

John, b 1919
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Marriages

Martin Macmorrow of Coratavy (father Terence, dec) and 

Margaret Macternan (father John, dec) of Sheskin, 18 Feb 1904

John Macternan of Shaskin (father Hugh) and 

Nellie Woods (father Pat), 20 Jan 1910

No Crowne-McTernan marriages found relating to Sheskin/Shaskin, but one otherwise:

Michael Crowne and Catherine Mactirnan, 7 Oct 1857, Killanummery parish

(this would have been too late to account for Widow Crown in Sheskin in 1837)

Deaths

Alicia Macternan, 1866, Sheskin, age 82, widow, present Owen [wife of Bryan, s/o Hugh III]

Mary Macternan, 1873, Shaskin, age 30 farmer, present Thady Macternan

Hugh Mcternan, 1867, age 90, Shaskin, widower, farmer, present Hugh "  [Hugh IV]

Denis Croal, 1881, age 74, Sheskin, widower, farmer, present John Croal of Killananama

James Feeney, 1894, age 2, Sheskin, father Patrick

Owen Mcternan, 1900, age 79, Sheskin, present daughter Ellen

John Croal, 1907, age 68, Sheskin, bachelor, informant Stephen Flynn of Lisgorman, cousin

Hugh Mcternan, 1909, age 76, Sheskin farmer, son John [Hugh V]

Mary Mcternan, 1916, age 82, Sheskin, widow of Hugh, son John

We should note the absence of death records for other surnames associated with Sheskin:  McGuiness, 
Kilkenney, Flynn, Travis (Travers), and Byrne.
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Tales

First, I love and highly recommend this website:  https://www.duchas.ie/en  (Native Ireland).  They 
have done an extraordinary job at digitizing and transcribing The National Folklore Collection.  Their 
School's Collection is especially priceless.  All material found there is copyrighted:  © 2023 National 
Folklore Collection, UCD.

With that said, here are two stories that pertain to the McTernans as landlords:

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4605926/4603039

My District by Mrs. McMorrow of Leonagh, County Leitrim, age 55, written November 1938.

For reference, here is the location of Leonagh (red marker) in relation to Sheskin, discussed in this 
article (blue circle).  The distance between them is under 3 miles as the crow flies , and maybe 7 or 8 
miles via modern roads.

“I live in the townland of Lonaugh, in the parish of Killargue, in the barony of Dromahaire and in the poor 
law union of Manorhamilton.

The landlord of Lonaugh was MacTernan and his descendants got the rent of it until May 1938. It must be 
paid to the Irish Land Commission in future.
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There are eight families in the townland Four of those families are MacTernans but thirty years ago seven 
families were MacTernans.

The population of it is forty-seven but some years ago it was nearly double that number.  Many of the 
youth have gone to England in recent years and to America in earlier years.

James McTernan is the only person over seventy years and he knows no Irish or folklore.

Four of the house are one-storeyed and thatched; two are two-storey and slated while two others are one-
storey-and-a-half houses with tile roofs were reconstructed and a Government Grant got for them a couple 
years ago.

There is a fort at the back of our house and it is said that there is a giant buried in it.  There is a big stone 
over his head and a small stone over his feet. The grave is six feet and a half in length.

There are no forests here now, but, long ago there were big forests where we have boggy land now.
There is only one well in this townland which never goes dry. It is owned by Hugh Slevin and many of the 
neighbours bring water from it. It is called the "Crocken Well".

Long ago my ancestors were the landlords of Lonaugh, Tullynacross and Tullinwania.

They came from Croghan to Lonaugh in the sixteenth century. At that time there were no people living in 
either of the three townlands and my forefathers took possession of them. The land was nearly all covered 
with forests then.

James MacTernan's ancestors were the first to come to Lonaugh. Later on the Scotts came over from 
England with Cromwell and still later the Rosses came to it from county Sligo. The landlords set land to 
those families at ten shillings an acre. Tullinwania was not peopled until the nineteenth century. The 
Gilhoolys and Scotts came from Sligo to Tullynacross in the nineteenth century and they also set them land.
The Mac Ternans held the mountain and upper Lonaugh for themselves.

My great grandfather died about eighty years ago and his wife got his possessions. She lived twenty-eight 
years after him but was landlord only for ten of those years.

The deeds were in an office in Dublin and the office was burned. When the deeds were lost she had no 
claim to the land.

James MacTernan (a cousin of her husband put in a claim for it and got it. James left it to his daughter (a 
half sister of Captain MacTernan.) When she was dying she left it to the Captain's children. Wolfe Flanagan 
was the agent for collecting the rent until 1938. We are paying the rest to the Irish Land Commission since 
May 1938.”. 

And a second story:

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4605927/4603160/4650044

The Landlord by Miss A. McTernan of Corratawy, County Leitrim, age 46
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For reference, Corratawy is adjacent to Sheskin.

In former times the landlord that lived in this district was named Montgomery. There were other landlords 
also known as McTernam, Whyte, Fox, ODonnell, Weir, and Phibbs. Some of them were good landlords and 
others bad. Mr Fox was the best landlord because he used to send money at Christmas for food and clothes
for the poor people. On the 13th April 1879 there were fourteen evictions in this district.

It was on Weirs property that the people were evicted. Amongst these are John Flanagan, Susie Moon, Mrs 
Kearney, Charles Campbell, Rose Kelly, Pat McTernan, Michael McSharry, Hugh ilroy, Mary Mc Gowan, and 
Michale O'Rourke. Some of these people went to the poor house, and more of them went to America. There
were houses built for the rest of them, and they were called Land League houses.

There was a Land League house built on Mrs McTernan's hill, and its remains are there yet. The man whom it
was built for was Paddy Gallagher. He never lived in it, and while it was being built there used be drums 
around it every evening. People used to cut rushes in Belhavel, and carry them down in sheaves, and if you 
had twenty stacks of corn you would have to give one of them to the landlord, or if you had over twenty 
stones of potatoes you had to give one stone to him also.

The man that used come for the corn or potatoes was called the Tithes Proctor. One time there came a 
Tithes Proctor to a place where a man the name of MrSharry who lived in the townland of Currataavy was 
putting corn in a rope. He came for the corn, and when he saw it he wanted it. Mr Sharry lifted the rope, 
struck him with it, and left him lying on the ground. Then Mr Sharry went home with the corn and that 
finished the coming for the corn in this district. 
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Tales from Shaskin

Famine Times
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4605927/4603097/4644772
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Fairy Forts

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4605927/4603087/4644625
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Fairy Forts
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/5009140/4990633/5100907

Note:  Patt Feeney was a resident of Sheskin from 1880-1939
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The Local Roads
https://doras.gaois.ie/cbes/CBES_0202/CBES_0202_294.jpg?width=1600&quality=85
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Fairy Forts
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4605927/4603084

Note:  Both Feeney and McTernan are known to be long-time residents of Sheskin.
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There seem to be lots of similar stories about “hidden treasure” having to do with flags and pots of gold
and sometimes a short friendly red-haird man.  :-)

Another treasure story, recorded by Feeney in Sheskin

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4605931/4603613

Another by Harte in Lisgorman
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4605931/4603612/4644593

another by Clancy in Glenade
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4602717/4598044/4629127

More:
Poteen Maker, John McMorrow, mentions Shaskin Hill
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4605931/4603572
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Discussion

There are a few points to consider from this study of McTernan family history in/around Sheskin.  

Landlords.  The stories say that the McTernans were landlords at Leonogh without mention of 
Sheskin.  The idea that there were Irish landlords is somehow new to me!  The McTernan history 
website makes this statement:

The townland of Sheskin is 94 acres in size. The McTernan family originally owned 72 of the 94 acres. 

In my original article, I immediately debated whether McTernans were ever land owners, but now I 
think that indeed they were.  So that's a new understanding – not all landowners were English.  
However, it's worth noting that by the 1857 GV, George Lane Fox was the primary landlord of Sheskin,
so there's still a bit of a question in my mind whether McTernans ever owned Sheskin property.

Origin Places.  The stories say the McTernans came from Croghan near Killashandra in County Cavan.
The McTernan history makes these references:

... Cruacan mic Tigearnain...now called Croaghan, aka Coolnashinny, lying six furlongs northerly of the
village of Killeshandra in Co Cavan, three miles from the townland of Ned and about 30 miles from 
Skeskin.

My note:  I find no townland called Skeskin and presume the author meant Sheskin.  That said, Sheskin
is around 66 miles from Killashandra, see the map below.
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Another reference:

 a round hill named Corhanagh [Cruachan] mic Tighernain or Corann Cruachan. This is now called 
Croaghan. This hill in Co. Cavan is less than a mile northwest of Killashandra in Killeshandra civil 
parish, PLU of Cavan. 

I don't know how this place name, Croaghan, is properly pronounced in Gaelic, but in my imagination I
am considering whether it sounds anything like Croan or Crowne?  So where I have previously 
speculated that the Crowns may have come from Croghan in the civil parish of Killukin in County 
Roscommon, just west of Carrick-on-Shannon, now there might be a second locale to consider.

Secondly, the proximity of the McTernan family seat in Mountallen, Roscommon to points north in 
Leitrim is also a new understanding for me.  See the following map.

The red dot southwest of Leonagh approximates the location of Sweetwood, a location where at least 
some of the McTernans supposedly originated.  
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I have previously speculated, based on family stories that our Crown family came from Roscommon, 
that the townland of Croghan in the Killukin civil parish might have been a logical point of origin for 
the Crowns.  But see in the following map how much farther that locale is from the townland in north 
Leitrim where Richard Crown settled.

And now that we're talking about it, the truth is that I have never found any documentation of Crown 
families in that area of Roscommon.  Certainly the 1835 tithes of the Croghan townland did not include
any family whose surname approximates Crown, and the same is true in the 1857 Griffith's Valuation.  
There were two Croghan occupiers in the Killukin parish (location of the townland Croghan) in 1835, 
and two in 1857, one who had become a landowner by then, Hugh Croghan of Ballyglass.  Still in all, 
there's not much evidence besides the similarity of place name to link this locale to our Crown families.

On the other hand, we have some rather detailed McTernan family history which places their families 
in Sweetwood and Leonagh and other surrounding Dromahair locales, as well as Mountallen in 
Roscommon.  Are there records that support this history?
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In the 1837 tithes, there was one James McTernan tithed in Sweetwood Upper, three Crown families in 
adjacent Sweetwood areas, and four Crown families in nearby Drumkeel.  So along with the two 
McTernans and a Crown in Sheskin, there were 3 McTernans and 8 Crown families found in these 
Killarga areas in 1837.

Certainly a number of McTernans were tithed in Leonagh, another Killarga place identified in the 
stories.

In 1833 tithes of Mount Allen (parish Kilronan, Roscommon), there was one James McTernan who was
tithed for 108 acres.  James McTernan Esq. was also tithed for another 4 acres in nearby Keadue.

I also checked early tithes in the Killashandra parish of County Cavan.  There were no occupiers of 
land with the surnames of McTernan or Crown (or spelling variants) in that parish.  If the McTernans, 
and possibly Crowns, came to Leitrim from that region, there were no families left residing there by the
1830s.

Based on these new perspectives, I find myself adjusting my thoughts about Crown origins.

• Crown and McTernan were the only families living in 1837 Sheskin.  It seems reasonable to 
think they were related.  That's not a new thought.

• Sheskin McTernans were likely related to McTernans of Sweetwood where numerous Crown 
families were found in 1837 tithes.  Those McTernans were said to have originated from 
Croaghan in County Cavan, and made one of their family seats Mountallen, which is located in 
Roscommon but very near Drumshanbo in Leitrim.  Perhaps this Roscommon location is the 
one that somehow made it into family lore about the origins of the Crown family.

• If McTernans were originally from County Cavan, then perhaps so were the Crowns.  Perhaps 
the Crowns were associated with McTernans by marriage, or maybe they were small holders, or
even servants who came west with the McTernans when they left Cavan.

All of which is still speculation, and none of this gives us a clearer picture about who Widow Crown of 
Sheskin was.  Here is my scribbled diagram about possible relationships:

Male Crown + Female McTernan (possible sister of Hugh McTernan III)
Widow Crown 

|
|

Denis Croan (son) + Margaret Travers
James Travers (father or brother)

Research goes on as long as time allows and my curiosity lingers.
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